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Preface

The papers included in this collection wene originally published n The
lnternational lournal of Psycho-Analysis, with two exceptions. Karl
Abraham's 'Origins and Growth of Object-Love', central to the debate,
appeared in his Selected Writings and Helene Deutsch's 'On Female
Homosexuality' appeared in the first volume of the new American joumal,
The PsychoaruIytic Quarterly. Th"y cover a period from Iune L917, when
fohan van Ophuiisen presented his paper on the masculinity complex in
women to the Dutch Psycho-Analytical Society, to April 1935, when Emest
Jones read a paper on early female sexuality to the Vierura Psycho-
Analytical Society.

Though these papers are often referred to in discussions of female sex-
uality, and though some individual papers have been reproduced else-
where, they have never before appeared together as a collection. Anyone
who has read these papers will be awane of their importance to the topic
of female sexuality. But it is not the theme alone that unifies the collection;
there are two further considerations of equal importance: the dialogue and
debate that take place between the papers, from first to lasU and the con-
siderable impact they had on the development of certain of Freud's key
theses. The papers have a clear historical interest, then, but rereading them
today will also show their continuing relevance to debates within and out-
side psychoanalysis on female sexuality.

We have corrected some minor typographical, grammatical and
spelling errors in the original articles. Where subsequent and more readi-
ly accessible versions of important works are available, we have updated
the references. This includes all references to Freud's work, which have
been altered to volume and page number of The Standard Edition of the
Complete Psychological Worlcs of Sigmund Freud,24 vols. (London: Hogarth
Press and the lnstitute of Psycho-Analysis,7953'1974).

The articles have been placed in chronological order according to date
of publication. The one exception to this is Van Ophuijsen's paper, which
opens the collection. This is because it was presented and subsequently
debated in the literature, quite some time before appearing in print.
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Biographical Notes

Karl Abraham (7877 - 1925)

As a member of Freud's inner circle, the 'Committee', Karl Abraham
played a prominent role in the development of psychoanalysis. Tiained as
a psychiatrist, Abraham first met Freud in 1907 and soon became a close
personal friend. Abraham established the first psychoanalytic practice in
Berlin and, in 1910, founded the Berlin Psychoanalytic Society. He quickly
established a successful practice and was highly sought after as a training
analyst. Among the analysts he trained wene Melanie Klein, Helene
Deutsch, Edward Glover, James Glover and S6ndor Rado. His untimely
death in 1925 prompted Freud to state that 'Abraham's death is perhaps
the greatest loss that could strike us, and it has sbrrck us'. During his rel-
atively short lifetime Abraham produced a number of important writings
on psychoanalytic theory and practice. These have been published n The
Selected Papers of KnrI Abralum.

Marie Bonaparte 0,882 - 1952)

Marie Bonaparte went to Vienna for an analysis with Freud in 1925. She
subsequently came to play a central role in institutionalising and expand-
ing psychoanalysis in France, using her considerable wealth to support
both the Psychoanalytic Society of Paris and the International
Psychoanalytical Association. ln 1938 after Nazi Germany's annexation of
Austria, Bonaparte played a leading role in securing Freud's passage out
of Austria to Britain. She wrote widely on psychoanalysis and female sex-
uality, especially in relation to female anatomy. Her Female Sexuality (1951)
provides her most complete treahnent of this theme.

Ruth Mack Brunswick (1.897 - 1946) 

'.

An American, Ruth Mack Brunswick went to Vienna n 1922 for an analy-
sis with Freud. At that time she was married to a cardiologist named
Hermann Blumgart from whom she separated while in Vienna. Though
she is mainly known as one of Freud's patients and pupils, she began prac-
ticing as a psychoanalyst in 1925. ln1926 Freud referred to her his patient
Sergei Pankeieff, better known as the 'WoU Man'. ln the words of Freud to
his son Ernst, 'Ruth almost belongs to the family,' and in March L927 Freud



Biographical Notes

acted as witness when she married the composer Mark Brunswick. On
Monday t4 September 1936, she filmed the Freuds'golden wedding cele-
brations.

Helene Deutsch (1884 - 1982)

Helene Deutsch spent her childhood in what is now Poland. In 1907
Deutsch enrolled at the University of Vienna to train as a doctor and went
on to specialize in psychiatry. By 1918 she had joined the Vierura
Psychoanalytic Society and shortly afterwards began an analysis with
Freud. She rapidly came to prominence in the Society and in 1924 was
appointed head of the Society's newly established Training Institute. In
1935 Deutsch migrated to the United States to take up a position in Boston,
where she remained, teaching, writing and analysing until her death in
1982. Her later views on female sexuality arc to be found in her two vol-
ume work, The Psychology of Womat

Otto Fenichel (d898 - 1946)

Otto Fenichel was one of the younger members of the Berlin group.
Analyzed by the Hungarian analyst Sandor Rado, Fenichel went on to
establish himseU as a highly regarded teacher and practitioner of psycho-
analysis. His pedagogic reputation led to a number of positions in the
1930s, culminating in a training position in Los Angeles in 1938. Shortly
before his prematut€ death at the age of 48, Fenichel published what has
been described as a 'classic textbook' of psychoanalysis, The Psychoanalytic
Theory of Neurosis,

Karen Horney (1885 - 1952)

Karen Homey trained as a doctor at the University of Berlin and went on
to train in psychiatry and psychoanalysis. She was in analysis with Karl
Abraham and then Hans Sachs. ln resporrse to the rise of Nazisrn in 1932
Homey migrated to the United States, first to Chicago under the sponsor-
ship of Franz Alexander, then to New York. ln t94l the New York
Psychoanalytic lnstitute withdrew her name as a training analyst and
instnrctor. Horney resigned and was active in founding an alternative
group, the American Association for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis.
In the United States her work came increasingly to emphasise cultural fac-
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tors in the determination of psychopathology. This is particularly evident
in two of her late, popular work, Tlrc Nanrotic Personality of Our Time and,
Neurosis and Human Groutth.

Ernest lonu 0879 - 1958)

Freud's biographer, Ernest fones was a relentless campaigner for psycho-
analysis. He was a maior figure in the fonnding and subsequent running
of the British Psycho-Analytical Society and the American Psychoanalytii
Association and would later become president of the lntemational
Psychoanalytical Association for an unequalled terrr of seventeen years,
Jones was a prolific writer and noted polemicist in psychoanalytic matters.
He originally trained as a doctor and specializecl in psychiatry befone com-
ing into Frcud's circle around the same time as Karl Abraham. It was at his
suggestion that Freud established the secret irurer group known as the
'committee', made up of the 'best and most tnrstworthy' of Freud,s fol-
lowers; and it was |ones that Freud described as 'a fanatic who smiles at
my faint-heartedness'. On the other hand, Jones's writings on female sex-
uality represent a major break with Freud's position, reiecting what he was
the first to term Freud's 'phallocentrism'. Jone's papers have been pub-
lished in his Papns on Psycho-Atulysis and Es*ys in Applied psycho-
Analysis,

Melanie Klein 0.882 - 1950)

Klein has been one of the most influential, albeit controversial, figures in
the history of psychoanalysis. The paper included here is from her early
period, presented shortly after she had settled in London. Klein was bom
in Vierura, but moved to Hungary in Lgw and entered analysis with
S6ndor Ferenczi. After the counter-revolution in Budapest in 1919 she
moved again, this time to Berlin, where she undertook a further analysis
with Karl Abraham. Around this time Klein b"g* developing the play
technique in order to facilitate analysis with very young children. Klein
also inhoduced new concepts and a new emphasis in orientation for psy-
choanalysts, especially in regard to the emergence of psychical processes
in infancy. Her ntunerous publicatiors have appeared in a four-volurne
edition, The Witings of Melanie Klein.
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leanne Lampl de Groot fl894 -1987)

feanne de Groot was a Dutch doctor who went to Vienna in 1921 to have
an analysis with Freud. In 1925 she married Haru Lampl and moved to
Berlin where she began working at the Berlin Psychoanalytic Clinic. It was
on Freud's advice that at the end of August 1933 Jeanne Lampl de Groot
and family (now including two daughters) moved back to Vienna.
Following the arrnexation of Austria in 1938, they moved again, this time
to Jearure Lampl de Groot's native Holland, where they continued their
psychoanalytic work.

losine Mtiller Q.884 - 1,930)

Josine Mriller, n6e Ebsen, studied medicine in Freiburg and Munich. ln
1911 she settled in Berlin where she undertook studies in biochemistry and
completed her own research in physiological chemistry. From L9l2 to 1915
she was an intem at the Women and Children's Hospital, specializir,g in
infectious diseases. She then moved to the Dr Friinkel-Olivens Sanatorium
to complete her training in the arca of neurrclogical psychiatry. Her inter-
est in psychoanalysis developed when she moved to Berlin, where she set
up her own medical practice in 1915. Her work as a doctor is said to have
become increasingly influenced by her interest in psychoanalysis, and
more particularly in the area of early female sexuality and psychosexual
development. She is probably best known for her articles on this topic.
Josine Mtiller underwent an analysis with Abraham in 1912-1913 and with
Hans Sachs between L923 and 1925.

Carl MilIler-Braunschweig fi881 - 195il

Carl Miiller-Braunschweig first studied philosophy and, after completing
a doctoral dissertation, published several papers on Kantian ethics. He
gave up a career as a philosophy lecturer to pursue his work in psycho-
analysis, although his interest in Kant never abated. For example in 1953-
1954 he lectured on 'Freud and Kanh Psychoanalysis and a Philosophy of
Morals'. Mtiller-Braunschweig underwent analyses with both Karl
Abraham and Hans Sachs and from the 1920s onward became a key figure
in the Berlin Psychoanalytic Society. Controversy surrounds the role
Mtiller-Braunschweig played in accomrnodating the Nazi authorities'
demand for the 'aryanization'of psychoanalytic societies during the 1930s.
After the war Mtiller-Braunschweig helped re-establish the Berlin
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Psychoanalytic Society which was readmitted to the International
Psychoanalytical Association in 1951.

lolnn H. W. uan Ophuijsen (1.882 - 1gS0)

Another member of the Dutch group, van Ophuiisen was born in Sumatra
(formerly the Dutch East Indies) and continued his schooling in the
Netherlands from the age of thirteen. He went on to study medicine, neu-
rology and psychiatry with a particular interest in psychoses. In 1917 he
co-founded the Dutch Psychoanalytic Society along with August Starcke
and others, as well as organising the intemational congress of psychoana-
Iysts there rnt920, the first to be held after the First World War. In 1935 he
emigrated to the United States where he worked on the psychiatric staff of
a number of psychiatric institutions. Van Ophuiisen never lost his interest
in neuro-biology and psychoanalysis, and when he died in 1950 he left
behind plans for a research program to study the somatic causes of the dri-
ves and their pathology.

loan Riaiere /1883 - 1962)

Joan Riviere was analyed first by Emest jones in 191s, and then by Freud
n l922.In 1.919, at Jones' invitation, she became one of the founding mem-
bers of the British Psychoanalytical Society. Bomfoan Verrall, Riviere came
from a family with scholarly connections to Cambridg+-a fact which led
James Strachey to remark that they had both come out of the same middle-
class, cultured, late Victorian box. After a brief caneer as a professional
dressmaker, Riviere imrnersed hersef in the shrdy and practice of psycho-
analysis. Aside from her papers, pethaps her greatest contribution lies in
her outstanding translations of Freud's works (in conjunction with James
and Alix Strachey), as well as translations from the Zeitscbift and lmago
journals which were published under her editorial guidance in the
lnternational lournal of Psycho-Analysis. Her collected papers have been
published as The lnner World and loan Riviere.

Attgust Stiirclcc 0.880 - 1954)

August Stircke was one of the founding members of the Dutch
Psychoanalytic Society. He completed his early training as a doctor spe-
cializing in psychiatry and unlike the other contributors listed here,
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Stdrtke always saw himself primarily as a psychiatrist rather than as a
psychoanalyst. Stiircke produced numerous papers on issues ranglng from
psychoanalysis to neurology and psychiatry, with his last paper, an
intriguingly titled 'Thete Will Never Be Peace in Nomenclature', intended
for publication in an entomologcal journal.
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lntroduction

Throughout history people have
knocked their heads against the

riddle of the nature of femininityt

Throughout his work Freud repeatedly declared his ignorance of
female sexuality. At fi$t inclined to regard this ignorance as being due to
social factors, he increasingly came to view it as arising from the psychol-
ogy of women and the nature of femininity itself. Early on, in 1905, he
ascribed the'impenetrable obscurity' sunounding female sexuality Partly
to the 'stunting effect of civilised conditions' and partly to the 'conven-

tional secretiveness and iruhcerity' of women.z Some three years later in
1908 he made a similar, though less specific, comrnent, where this obscu-
rity is said to be due to 'unfavourable circumstances both of an external
and intemal nahrre'.3

However, much later, when the explanation given for why the sexual
life of women is "'a dark continent" for psychology' is that the 'nature of
femininity' is itself a riddle, Freud adopb a new caution regarding the
applicability of the Oedipal model to the little girl., In point of fact, what

Freud says appears contradictory: even as he rcfers to the primacy of the
phallus for both sexes, he wams that 'we can describe this state of things
only as it affects the male child; the corresponding processes in the little

girl are not known to us'.5 This last remark is a very sulprising one indeed,

since, as fames Strachey notes, Freud had over many years spoken of a
complete parallel in the psychosexual development of the sexes-and now

it appears that the basis for this view was that he had simply extrapolated
from the case of the little boy to that of the girl, changing the positions

accordingly. The remark is even morle surprising on another count. Almost
none of Freud's initial discoveries can be dissociated from his early work

with women patients-recall the women of Studies on Hysteria, the case

history of Dora. lndeed, doesn't Freud owe his discovery of the uncon-
scious and the technique of psychoanalysis to his encounter with hysteria,
to which the question of female sexuality and desire, even female identity,
is the key? Moreovet James Strachey's claim that Freud did not direct his

attention to feminine psychology fot fifteen years after Dora is somewhat

rnisleading.6 lA/hile it is true that all Freud's case studies of this period are

of males, such a claim has to consider as inconsequential the numerous

texts in which Freud deals with women or issues relevant to female sexu-

ality. It means neglecting the women patients discussed in the IW7 article

on to^pulsive actions and in the Introductory ltctures on Psycho-Analysis
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of 1916-1917, just as it means ignoring the discussion of issues relevant to
female sexuality in his article on hysterical fantasies (1908) and hysterical
attacks (1909), as well as the 1917 piece on the transformation of drives and
the article on the taboo of virginity of the following year. In all these
places, and others as well, Freud is repeatedly touching on related issues,
and, moreover, begfuuting to articulate claims that will subsequently make
their way into his later writings and that are at the heart of the controver-
sy on female sexuality.

For it is obvious that in the 1920s Freud's thinking on this issue takes
a new turn. Something changes fundamentally, as is indicated both by his
abandonment of the earlier symmetry of the Oedipus complex and by his
accompanying insistence upon the cenhality of the phallic phase for both
sexes-a fundamental reorientation that marks everything that Freud
henceforth writes on the subject of female sexuality. One of many conse-
quences of this is a development that occurs in 1931 when, gradually,
Freud comes to the realisation of something that he had been unable to see
before: that behind the woman's entire sexual development lies the little
girl's attachment to the'prc-oedipal' mother. He henceforth appropriately
praises the work of women analysts and explains his ignorance as a prob-
lem of counter-transference. That is to say, while it is true that Freud never
relinquishes his belief in the importance of penis envy for female sexuali-
ty; in Analysis Terminable and lnterminable he describes the 'suspicion that
one has been "preaching to the winds" . . . when one is trying to persuade
a woman to abandon her wish for a penis',2 in his late work he neverthe-
less also stresses the significance for female sexuality of an intense and
enduring attachment to the pre.oedipal mother-an attachment that
marks all subsequent love objects, includitg, most importantly, the attach-
ment to the Oedipal father.

Yet despite all the positive statements and claims, nothing characteris-
es Freud's position with respect to female sexuality better than his quei-
tion: Was wiII das Weib? , What does a woman want? For classical psycho-
analysis female sexuality has remained the great riddle. And Freud seeks
comfort in the observation that it has always been the same 'throughout
history'.

There is however another way of viewing what Freud is doing, indi-
cated by the remark that'psychoanalysis does not try to describe what a
woman is, but sets about inquiring how she comes into being'.n For, how-
ever many issues there are that arise in the course of the discussions of
female sexuality, what remains fundamentally at stake in the debate, when
all is said and done, is the issue of castration. It is the key to the little girl's
negotiating the Oedipus complex and thus to many further aspects of the
nature and development of femininity and, in tum, it has important reper-
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cussions for clinical issues. TWo crucial texts on the question of femininity,
both revolving arotrnd the castration complex in girls, appear in the early
thirties, 'Female Sexuality' and the lecture on 'Femininity' in Neru
lntrductory kctures, whose material is briefly re-visited five years later in
'Analysis Terminable and lnterminable' and also in Chapter 7 of the
posthumous Orfld ne of Psychmnalysis,

While some of the papers included in this collection predate Freud's
papers, 'The Infantile Genital Organisation' (1923) and 'The Dissolution of
the Oedipus Complex' (1924), the controversy was really triggered by
these two important contributions. As a consequence of their publication
the debate takes on a life of its own in the late 1920s.

It is a dispute that soon takes on the proportions of a controversy
rnvolving psychoanalytic circles frorn Vienna to London, via Berlin, The
Hague and Paris. The controversy is usually referred to as the 'Freud-fones
debate'. However, at least one recent re-examination of the terms of the
disagreement rejects this.s And indeed, when one reads the articles col-
lected here it becomes obvious that the real dispute, though it remains
unacknowledged throughout, is between Freud and Abraham, with one of
Abraham's clinical papers bei^g central to the controversy.ro Object-love:
here is the concept that would enable a re-thinking of female psychosexu-
al development and eventually a theorizing of the aficulation between the
Oedipus complex and the castration complex in the little girl. It gradually
becomes clear over the course of the debate that there are really two
camps: those who, like Helene Deutsch, Jearme Lampl De Groot, Ruth
Mack Brunswick and Marie Bonaparte, support Freud, and those who
oppose him. Amongst the latter are Ernest Jones and two of Abraham's
students: Karen Horney and Melanie Klein.

What also becomes clear when reading these essays is that some
allegedly marginal figures in the controversy achrally play a major role,
and not only in relation to the controversy itseU, but also in relation to the
course and development of Freud's subsequent tesearch into female sexu-
ality-the contribution by Karl Abraham (who died too early: one year
after the publication of his important paper) is a case in point, It should
also be mentioned that some lesser figures in the history of psychoanaly-
srs such as Johan van Ophuijsen and |eanne Lampl de Groot here make
crucial contributions.

In a letter of September 1930 to Viereck, Freud writes that he is work-
rng on a version of femininity that will be 'as distant from the poetical as
from the pseudo-science of Hirschfeld'.tt lronically, it is with a pobtic rid-
dle that Freud introduces his lgSzlecture'Femininity', which is a recapit-
ulation of more than a decade of work on the topic. A poetic riddle,
because Freud quotes from a poem which looks incongruous in the con-
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text of his lecture, but also because, like an extended metaphor, it coniures
up a series of further questioru. It is a riddle about a riddle which covers
woman-and not only by virtue of the potential prur about maidenheads
in English:

Heads in hieroglyphic borurets,
Heads in turbans and black birettas,
Heads in wigs and thousand other
Wretched, sweating heads of humans.

The quotation is from Heinrich Heine's poem Nordsee, from a section enti-
tled'Fragen' where a youth asla the sea: 'Tell me, what signifies man?
From whence doth he come? And where doth he go?'tz The sea, like
woman and the unconscious-all three have often been related in the poet-
ic imagination-holds back the answer. A munnur, though, can be heard-
another riddle, as it were. For the inforsred reader, then, Freud's lecture on
the problem of the nature of femininity opens with some kind of ironic
reversal: 'And a fool is awaiting the answer' is the last line in Heine's

Poem.
The problem is compounded in part by the female Oedipus complex,

and Freud is led to reconsider not the outcome, but the outset, of the
Oedipus complex in the little girl, thus shifting the emphasis onto the 'pre-
Oedipus period'and all the reconsiderations that this entails:

For a long time the girl's Oedipus complex concealed her pre-
Oedipus attachment to her mother from our view, though it is
nevertheless so important and leaves such lasting fixations behind
it. For girls the Oedipus situation is the outcome of a long and dif-
ficult development; it is a kind of preliminary solution, a position
of rest which is not soon abandoned, especially as the beginning !

of the latency period is not far distant. And we are now struck by
a difference between the two sexes, which is probably momentous, in
regard to the relation of the Oedipus to the castration complex.tr

Freud first mentions the Oedipus complex, though not under this
name, in a private letter to his frimd Wilhelm Fliess with a reference to
both Oedipus Rer and Hamlet, a dual reference that re-emerges n The
lnterpretation of Dreams. And although the Oedipus complex also underlies
the drift of The Three Eswys on the Theory of Sexualrty and 'The Sexual
Theories of Children', whete the theory of penis envy is first hinted nt,tr i1
is only first named in a piece of 1910 entitled 'A Special TIp" of Choice of
Object Made by Men'.15 By then, it has become the cornerstone of psycho-
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analysis and will remain so. It will also determine the development of his
thought on the whole issue of sexual difference. Of course, the 1920s
debate, which centres on the issue of castration, will greatly contribute to
this, for what should be stressed here is that the full significance of the
Oedipus complex only appears with the castration complex and the role
this plays in the distinction between the sexes. Thus the original formula-
tion of the Oedipus Complex as the desire for the parent of the opposite
s€x, coupled with the hatred for the parent of the same sex, is insufficient
by itseU to account for the difference between the sexes; moreover, as the
case of Dora demonstrates only too well, this original formulation is also
an impediment to the advance of Freud's clinical work.

As Freud subsequently indicated, the accent in the Three Essays had
originally been'on a portrayal of the fundamental difference between the
sexual life of children and of adults', while his later work emphasized 'the
prcgenital organizations of, the libido'.to This shift in emphasis is crucial
because it throws into relief the casEation complex. The problem from
here onwards is to articulate the link between this castration complex and
the Oedipus complex-an articulation which Freud only achieves in the
mid-nineteen twenties. This in tum higNights the difference between the
s€xes, or rather, the fact that the difference between the sexes is insepara-
ble from the question of castration.

In 'Some Psychical Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction
Between the Sexes' Fteud compares male and female infantile sexuality
and suggests that penis envy develops into a desire for a child as a substi-
tute penis for little grrls, 'and with tlut purpose in viap she takes her father
as a love-obiect. Her mother becomes the object of her jealousy. The girl
has turned into a little woman.'rz This is when the castration complex real-
ly becomes central to the theory of sexuality, and also when identification
becomes central to the whole notion of sexual differenc€, for identification
s increasingly suggested as the prdcess by which the crisis is resolved.ta
Boyr experience a castration complex which shatters the Oedipus com-
plex, and their sublimated desires subsequently form the core of the super-
ego. Girls are spaned this stage, it would seem, from which Freud infers
that their super-ego is weaker. More relevant to an understanding of the
nature of femininity, howevet is what Freud makes clear in 'The
Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex,' namely, that the little girl can
respond in three ways to castration, and thus that the Oedipus complex
has three possible outcomes for women: the masculinity complex, hyste-
ria, or a normality-which, by the way, still needs defining in 193/.ts

In little girls the Oedipus comPlex raises one problem more than
in boys. ln both cas€s the mother is the original obiect; and there
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is no cause for surprise that boys retain that obiect in the Oedipus
complex. But how does it happen that girls abandon it and instead
take their father as an object?zo

Both the 1931 paper on 'Female Sexuality', and the 1932 lecture on
'Femininity'are further explorations of this topic, but rather than focusing
on the outcome of the Oedipus complex as did Freud's writings from 7923
to 1925 (wibress the preceding quotation, which was written in 1925), they
focus on the entry into the Oedipus complex and thus emphasize the pre-
oedipal relationship of the little girl to her mother: 'With the small girl it is
different. Her first object, too, was her mother. How does she find her way
to her father? How, when and why did she detach herseU from her moth-
er?'zr This question leads to others: 'What does the little girl require of her
mother? What is the nature of her sexual aims during the time of exclusive
attachment to her mother?'2z Although the question remains to establish
how it is that the little girl changes love objects, Freud now traces the diF
ferent stages involved in this change, focusing on the reasons for the first
attachment to the mother rather than working out why she should secure
a secondary attachment to the father. He now suggests that the little girl
progresses directly from an attachment to her mother to one onto the
father: consequently her Oedipus complex is a later development and one
that is often not surmounted. This means that the consequences for the
Oedipus complex, the phallic phase, castration and the way they are
linked are different for each of the sexes-Freud's comments about the
super-ego, mentioned above, being very much to the point. But as he
implies in 7932, this further shift in emphasis is one of the main conse-
quences of the 1920s controversy within the larger field of psychoanalysis.

Thus, for Freud, the castration complex is the secret of the distinction
between the sexes. Although he postulates an irmate bisexuality, he does
not assume an innate masculinity or femininity. Moreovet there is only
one libido: the male one. The papers we have included in this collection
are testimony to the objections that are bound to arise with a theory of cas-
tration which eschews anatomical dispositions, innate propensities, as
well as issues of identification and of a possible psychology of sexual diF
ference, not to mention the significance of hereditary and environmental
factors. These obiections revolve around three axes: the nature of female
sexuality; the presupposition that fernininity is defined by a libido which
is male and primarily phallic; and the mother<hild relationship.

Notwithstanding the disagreements, all participants in the controver-
sy concur on one poinh penis envy. This means that the theory of femi-
ninity, and indeed the whole development of female sexuality, has to take
into account, that is either explain or explain away, the fact of the little
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girl's disappoinhnent at not having a penis, or at having lost it-this being
the primary evidence for the postulation of an early phallic phase.
Questions of a general nature arise. For instance, is sexuality predicated
upon anatomical destiny? Or is it rather determined by culture? Is the lit-
tle girl a castrated little boy? Is the feminine drive masochistic, as opposed
to the male drive which is sadistic, or should it be seen as passive, as
opposed to active? Are these categories relevant at all? Does the develop-
ment of the Oedipus complex in the little girl mirror that of the little boy?
Is it ever dissolved? All these questions ar€ addressed in the debate. But
the debate raises further, more fundamental issues as well. Is it so clear
what castration means here? Does it rnean losing the obiect itself or losing
what the object symbolizes? That is, is the fundamental fear the fear of cas-
tration or the fear of losing the object's love? The question now in need of
an answer is-what specifies the privileged character of the phallus?
Freud keeps quiet while his students argue with each other. There is some-
thing missing in his theory. It is, however, already quite clear to some that
an understanding of castration should not be narrcwed down to the loss
of the penis: castration is, as August Stiircke suggests in a response to van
Ophuijsen's paper on the masculinity complex as early as 1920, a symbol-
ic concept.zr But if this is so, it seems that Freud's theory of the castration
complex no longer explains the question of sexual difference: if castration
rs but one in a series of separations cornmon to both sexes, and if Jones is
nght in reducing it to aphanisis, it cannot be the arbiter of sexual difference.
A new direction needs to be taken, a new focus found, a new question
asked.

What really focuses the controversy is the most perplexing question of
all: how does the little girl manage to relinquish her love for her mother
and turn to her father? This question of the substitution of objects is pre-
crsely one of the key questions Abraham tackles in the article mentioned
above.z{ The most relevant passage'is in fact the table surveying the vari-
ous stages of sexual organization and object-love traversed in the course of
sexual development:

Strrges of Obieu-loveSteges of Libidinal Organization.

Vl. FinalGenital Stage
V Earlier Genital Stage
(phallic)
lV Later Anal-sadistic Stage
lll Earlier Anal-sadistic Stage
II later Onl Stage
(cannibalistic)
I Earlier Oral Stage (sucking)

Obfect-love
Object-love with exclusion of
genitals
Partial love
Partial love with incorporation
Narcissism (total incorporation of
obiect)
Au to-erotism (wthout obiect)

(Post-ambivalent)

) 

,^*,vatent)

(Pre-ambivalent)
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Note that all the participants in the controversy discuss this passagF
all, that is, with the single exception of Freud. ln this clinical paper where
Abraham investigates the castration complex in two women ('X' and 'Y')
with symptoms of melancholia he not only traces the genesis of penis envy
to a fixation at the oral stage, but also suggests, by drawing parallels with
symptoms observed in men, and by teasing out some general conclusions,
that both sexes fear castration-hence making a literal understanding of
penis envy somewhat redundant. tr fact, Abraham's understanding of
penis envy links up perfectly with Stircke's premise that weaning is the
primary loss. So Freud remains silent while others (Fenichel, Homey,
Klein, Jones, and even Deutsch) adopt some of Abraham's terms or ideas
(the identification with the father as caruribalistic incorporation of the
phallus; object love; oral sadism as the cause of penis envy) and grapple
with them, reiect, or develop them-perhaps most striking in this respect
is Fenichel in 'The Pregenital Antecedents of the Oedipus Complex'.x
Worth considering here too are Abraham's discussions of partial love as
preliminary to object-love on the one hand and of identification on the
othet which sEem to anticipate Freud's differentiation between primary
and secondary identifications.

It is now obvious why the ernphasis of the debate shifts to the much
neglected issue of the little girl's relationship with her mother, and hence
to the nature of female sexualiry and away from the construction of sexu-
al difference. Obvious too is the neason why arguments become more
intense with Freud's insistence on the phallic phase in his work on 'The
Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex'. But it is as though the controversy
is now taking place on two levels. It is as though Freud is now alone. For
both Freud's opponents and his defenders look for answers in biology or
anatomy even though they take object-relations as the focus of their dis-
cussions.

In point of fact Freud reacted by accusing his opponents of looking for
answers outside the psychoanalytic field of inquiry disapproving of what
might be called this return of biology.

I object to all of you [Mtiller-Braunschweig, Horney, Jones, Rado,
etc.l to the extent that you do not distinguish mot€ clearly and
cleanly between what is psychic and what is biological, that you
try to establish a neat parallelism between the two and that you,
motivated by such intent, unthinkingly construe psychic facts
which are unprovable and that you, in the process of so doing,
must declare as reactive or regr€ssive much that without doing so
is primary. . . .ln addition, I would only like to emphasize that we
must keep psychoanalysis separate from biology just as we have
kept it separate from anatomy and physiology.zo
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And yet, here there is also a turning point in Freud's work: emphasis
is placed increasingly upon the mother-child dyad. [t is, moreover, at this
point that Freud reformulates the question of the substitution of obiects in
oedipal terms: 'how' rather than '*hy' the little girl changes love obiects.zz

By t925, it is with great reluctance that the little girl enters the Oedipus
Complex; it is because of her penis envy that she tums to her father who
now outshines the mother; the lack of symmetry between the sexes is now
established. In the contributions that follow the issue takes a subtle but
momentous turn. It moves away fiom the issue of the distinction between
the sexes to a discussion of what defines masculinity and femininity, each
considercd in isolation from the other; a diacritical approach gives way to
an essentialism rooted in biology. It would seem that penis envy, far from
characterizng femininity, is now nothing other than the castration com-
plex as the overdetermined symptom in guls.

Some argue that the controversy readres its peak in 1935, when ]ones,
invited to Vienna to shed some light on the growing disagreements
between British and Viennese analysts, offers a talk on female sexuality.za
But perhaps it is more accurate to see the controvery sealed, if not encap-
sulated, in Freud's 1931 and 1932 essys on the topic. In any case, a split
between London and Vienna is morc than obvious in 1935. And by then,
the political climate in Europe carurot be said to be conducive to either
research or neconciliation. Jones's visit to Vienna in 1935 to read a paper, as
he says, on the disagreements between london and Vienna was intended
as the first in a series of exchanges betrn'een the two most important cen-
tres of psychoanalysis. ortitg to the deteriorating situation in Europe it
was the only one, and so it became the last major contribution to the
debate to be made during Freud's lifetime.

In addition to the allure of the freshness and topicality of the single
most important debate to take place inside psychoanalysis during Freud's
lifetime, indeed up to the time when facques l,acan revives it, there are the
passionate resporu;es contributed by analysts from all parts of Europe at
the time. The papers collected here are significant for two reasons: not only
do they throw tight on the early controversy surnounding female sexuali-
ry they also compel the rcader to re.read Freud's work in a different light,
the light that brings back into full view the ideas or concepts belonging to
those whose names are missing from Freud's 'Female Sexuality' and
'Femininity'. It is indeed puzzling to see the partial way in which Freud
acknowledges his debh in both papers he mentions certain names, ignores
others altogether, gets papers by the same person confused, alludes to
other contributors without mentioning them by name, making sure, per-
topr, that he appear as the tnre and only father of this new science called
psychoanalysis. In 1931 he acknowledges the work of those whom, except
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for Deutsch, of course, we might now see as his opponents: Abraham,
Lampl de Groot, Fenichel, Klein, Horney and fones. But he omits to men-
tion those who made the most valuable contributions in conceptual terms
(except for Abraham, but he is no longer alive): van Ophuijsen, Stiircke,
Mack Brunswick and Riviere. ln 1932, only three contributors are named;
all are women, which is perhaps explicable by the fact that the lecture part-
ly aims at dissipating suggestions of misogyny. But how should we under-
stand the omissions and confusions? Is Freud, in the name of psycho-
analysis, taking as his own the product of research prompted by his own
findings? It is only in the light of the papers presented here in this collec-
tion that it is possible to uncover the answer to such questions.

Given that it all happened more than threequarters of a century ago,
our position is necessarily at a distance from the cross-firing of arguments
within the early controversy about femininity. But it is important to main-
tain this distance, for our concern is to suggest why the argument around
the issue of castration was needed, and hence to show how legitimate the
controversy was. Ultimately, our concem is to foreground the terms of the
controversy in order to present Freud's conceptual framework from with-
in the perspective of the exchanges that made it possible, as well as to sug-
gest new points of view, if not new starting points, in the current re-exam-
ination of female sexuality. This is why we have adopted a chronological
ordering of what we consider as the significant material produced by the
main contributors to the controversy-all except for Freud, but it goes
without saying that, given the intellectual interaction that occurred from
around L920 up to the mid-thirties, his own contributions should be read
alongside this collection.

While Freud insisted on the distinction between psychoanalysis and
biology, he also insisted on the reciprocal influence of psychical and bio-
logical events in the course of adaptation to sexual stages. Thus even
though Freud exhorted his follow"trio keep psychoanalysG separateirom
biology, the fundamental question about sexual difference that children
ask, is also the one adults reformulate on the couch, dealing with the very
nature of sexuality: are there indeed psychical consequences to the
anatomical difference between the sexes?zg

Apart from the question of femininity, there remains one riddle
though. What was it that caused Freud's blindness in the area of feminin-
ity, and more particularly his delay in recognizng the crucial mother-
daughter dyad? Was this inadequacy dictated by Freud's own masculini-
ty and status as father, as, ultimately, he and others suggest, or by the phal-
locentric and patrocentric nature of psychoanalysis as he conceived it,3) by
his self-diagnosed hysteria,rt by his hysterical phobia as diagnosed by
Didier Anzieu?.32 Perhaps some or even all of these features played a role;
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but in our view more fundamental is the fact that Freud's approach to
research has an affinity with the analytical process itself, with its 'working-
through', resistance, and refurn of the repressed. And it is one of the great
strengths of this collection that it shows how this approach permeates the
community of psychoanalysts of his day. It is perhaps in the inseparabili-
ty of this analytic process itself from the discoveries made in its name that
one can find what is specific to the method of psychoanalysis.

Russell Grigg
Dominique Hecq
Craig Smith
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